Product Registration Guidelines: Jewelry
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About these guidelines (product listing rules)
These guidelines summarize Amazon’s recommendations and stipulations for expanding the business of sellers
specializing in the jewelry category, by creating effective and accurate product detail pages. In order to
strengthen sales on Amazon, it is more important now than ever to list high quality product images and accurate
product descriptions allowing customers to easily find products and make purchase decisions. By creating easyto-understand content, it makes it easier for customers to find products and pertinent information about the
products become more readily available to the customers. This will guide more customers to the products.
Note that if your listings do not comply with these guidelines, your listings may be restricted from searches, and
possibly deleted, modified, or edited, the images may be deleted, modified, or edited, and the listing may be
suspended.
If there are any unclear points in these guidelines, or if you have already listed the products registered by another
seller that do not meet these guidelines, contact our technical support for assistance.
Additionally, note that these guidelines are specifically for the jewelry category. It is still necessary to first adhere
to the general Amazon seller guidelines outlined in the “Help” section on the upper right hand corner of Seller
Central. Please note that in the case of overlaps or conflicts, these guidelines take precedence.
Common guidelines for all categories:
https://sellercentral.amazon.co.jp/gp/help/help-page.html/?itemID=200329080
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1. Prohibited Product Listings, Images, and Language Restrictions
1-1. Prohibited Product Listings
Illegal Products and Potentially Illegal Products
Products sold on the Amazon.co.jp website must comply with all applicable laws in Japan.
As for listings that make customers uncomfortable (including those that utilize discriminatory expressions) and
products that use obscene language or images,
Amazon.co.jp reserves the right to judge the appropriateness of any listing on the website. Additionally, sellers
must be considerate of cultural differences and sensitivity. Some products that may be acceptable in one country,
may not be acceptable in another.
Adult Products
This describes products accompanied by product images, titles or descriptions suggesting the goods are for use
during sexual and adult conduct. This includes, but is not limited to, the following: Body stockings and shelf bras
that are not intended to be used as regular underwear, costumes for use during sexual acts, etc.
Recall Products
Amazon.co.jp seeks to guarantee that the products listed on the site are safe, and thus will not pose a risk to our
customers. Therefore, the sale of products recalled by the manufacturers or government agencies is prohibited
on the site.
Other Prohibited Products
Sale of biological products (skin, feathers, bones, etc.) or byproducts of biological products conflicting with
Japan’s “Act on Conservation of Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora” and “Act on Welfare and
Management of Animals” are prohibited on Amazon.co.jp
1-2. Prohibited Images & Language Expressions
Obscene Imagery
Amazon.co.jp reserves the right to interpret and deliberate upon imagery and poses that may be determined to
be obscene or inappropriately categorized. Subsequently, these listings may be transferred by Amazon.co.jp to a
different category or the flagged images may be deleted.
Language Expressions that Make Customers Uncomfortable (Including Discriminatory Expressions) as
Well as the Use of Obscene Language and Imagery
If there is a possibility that images, including both main images and sub-images, are obscene or as indecent, it
will not be possible for the seller to publish these images on the site. Amazon.co.jp reserves the right to judge the
appropriateness of any listing on the website.
Other Prohibited Items
Portraits of human models should only be posted after obtaining permission to do so from the model in the
portraits or the organization that maintains the rights to the portrait.
With regards to any claims, legal judgments, damages and expenses (Including reasonable attorney fees)
allegedly or actually arising from claims by third parties asserting that portrait rights have been infringed upon,
Amazon.co.jp and its associated companies will be compensated, defend themselves and exempt themselves
from affiliation with the use of these portraits
For details, read the Seller Central Help Page regarding “Prohibited Products.”
https://sellercentral.amazon.co.jp/gp/help/help-page.html/?itemID=200386260
1-3. Restrictions on Product Listing Information
When listing products on Amazon, you need to provide appropriate information for an item or system. Ensure that
you take into account the following limitations when providing the product information. For products that do not
comply with restrictions, measures will be taken such as hiding such products from search results, canceling
product listing or suspending the seller account.
・Provide sufficient product information and images for customers to be able to make purchase decisions.
・Type 1 High ASCII characters, model-dependent characters and other special characters are not allowed to be
used in the product listings.
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[Examples of special characters and model-dependent characters]

・The following cannot be used in product listings: Descriptions, search keywords, item descriptions, text and
symbols that are not relevant to the original product. Avoid redundant wording, and use concise language.
・Provide precise product descriptions and information, and refrain from using ambiguous expressions.
・Unless the product is of a particular private brand, please do not include seller information and delivery supplier
information as product information.
・Please do not describe the seller’s own sales methods or sales information in the product description.
1-4. Product Display Restrictions
・If the product listing is suspended by Amazon.co.jp due to it having been in violation of the product listing
guidelines, go to Seller Central, find “Suppressed” on the menu to the left of the inventory management screen.
If a large number of products are suspended, listing authority may ultimately be terminated. Therefore, make sure
to abide by these guidelines.
・If you cannot modify the product information, please feel free to reach us by filling the inquiry form on Seller
Central page. Click on the “Get support” link at the bottom of the Seller Central, select “Inquiry,” then select
“Product page issue” in “Product listings, product information and file uploading.” Next, place a check near
“Correct product page.” Fill out the form that is displayed and send it in.
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2. About Product Images
2-1. Product Images
Good product images are a vital element to success.
In e-commerce, good images are the most valuable marketing materials. Customers who visit Amazon will first be
attracted to the images of the products listed and then request more detailed information about that product.
Additionally, while there may be many similar products on Amazon, differentiating your product from the rest can
be achieved by preparing images that can precisely convey the product details. As a rule, customers will not click
on products with low quality images.
Use the product images to effectively communicate the appealing points of the product and its benefits. Use them
to communicate pertinent information about the products, attract attention to your listing. Ensure as well to let
your product images reveal the brand of the products. Prepare photographs for each SKU. Carefully follow the
guidelines of Amazon’s product images described below. Also, note that you need to comply with the guidelines
common to all categories of linked sites below.
For details, please read “Product image requirements” on the Seller Central “Help” page.
https://sellercentral.amazon.co.jp/gp/help/help.html/?itemID=1881&language=en_US
When an image that does not comply with the image guidelines is uploaded, note that the image may be
deleted, modified, or edited. Furthermore, note that products listed without a main image will not be
included in searches.
2-2. Product Image Types
Amazon allows you to display multiple product images for each product. It is important to prepare high-resolution
images and convey adequate information to customers in order to encourage them to purchase. Catalogs with no
product images will be hidden from Amazon’s site. Be careful to avoid this as it will lead to a loss of sale
opportunities as customers will not be able to access and purchase the product on Amazon. There are three
types of product images. Take advantage of each type for optimal results.
Parent SKU main image (only when creating variations): One image is required for each parent product. For
example, select the product which has maximum recognition and prepare the image to represent children’s
products.
Child SKU main images: Used to show a view of the product in a specific characteristic for the given child SKU.
These images will be displayed on the product detail page and in the search results. They will be displayed as full
size images when the customer clicks a small image. Each child SKU has just one main image, representing the
child product in the specified color. You must supply a child main image that matches the color for every item that
you sell.
Alternate Images: Please provide images that accurately reflect pertinent information on each product such as
its intended use, detailed texture, fabric and stitching. Up to 8 alternate images can be listed for each parent and
child SKU. The images registered here are also magnified and displayed after they pop-up on the screen. The
first registered image in the “Alternate images” (PT01) category can be switched with the main image of the
product and will displayed in the product search results. If you register an image of the back side of a product as
its “1st image” (PT01), then both the front and back view will be displayed alternately in the search results. This
will assist the customer in knowing more about the product.
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[Examples of Images on a Product Detail Page]

[Tiffany] Freshwater pearls,
Ziegfeld collection 0.8 mm
25085523 earrings [parallel import]

[The Zoom Function]
The zoom function works only when the registered images are sized 1,001 pixels or more.
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[Alternate Images]
When alternate images are clicked, the images will enlarge.
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2-3. Image guidelines
Note that the products that do not comply with the guidelines may not be displayed in the search results or the
seller account may be suspended.
Required

Main Images






The background should be pure white (RGB value: 255, 255, 255)
Main image must be of a single product, not multiple products. Use an image that shows the
entire product, including the band (excluding packaged sets. For necklace chains only, it does
not need to fit in the main image)
Post a main image only for products intended for sale
The entire product must be shown, and the product must occupy at least 85% of the image (the
percent occupied with the product’s margins enclosed by the smallest square possible)

General images including alternate images


Prohibited
items

Post an image of the product that is actually being sold
In order to activate the zoom function, set either the height or the width at 1001 pixels or more
for the image size

Main Images











Colored/non-white backgrounds or lifestyle image
Product images photographed on mannequin or digitally modified images
Using images taken together with a model
Brand tags or packaging in any of the images (including set products) (cloth, leather, and metal
tags can be included)
Borders, Logos, watermarks, text, color blocks, or other decoration
Use of illustrations or images created by using CG (Use only photographed images.)
Showing the back side of the product in its main image
Stacks of products or images containing multiple products (excluding set items)
Other products, items, or accessories that are not part of the product listing
Image place holders (such as, “temporary image” or “no image available”)

General images including alternate images





With regards to new products, using images of second hand or slightly used product
Including product rating, customer review graph in the image
Including text such as “SALE” or “free shipping” in the image
Including images such as those of the delivery destination and other images that are irrelevant
to the product

Note:
・You can use JPEG (.jpg), TIFF (.tif), GIF (.gif) files.
・If there are multiple images shown as a product image, the customer may not understand the product in a
glimpse and the customer might think that all the products shown in the image are being sold as bundled
products. Hence, take care that only one image is shown for each product.
・About the zoom function: When you submit an image of at least 1,001 pixels on the longest side, customers can
zoom in on your product image. This provides a detailed look at your product and may reduce returns and
negative feedback.
・Please note that SKUs missing a main image will be temporarily suppressed and may become inaccessible on
the website.
・When a customer hovers the mouse over the image displayed on the browse page, the display switches to the
first of the “Alternate Images” (PT01) registered in the child SKU. It is effective to add a sideways and back side
image of the products.
・Alternate images can be different angles or views, swatches, etc.
・Only an image identical to the main image can be used when adding a color sample image. The use of other
images is prohibited. (If a main image has been added, the main image will automatically be applied as a color
sample image.)
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[Main Image Incorrect Example]
・Take a picture so that it occupies 85% or more of the entire product image, such that the blank space in the
image is as small as possible ((the percent occupied with the product’s margins enclosed by the smallest square
possible should be at least 85%). But if the product touches the entire image frame of the main image, please
leave a blank space between the image frame and the product.)

(The product touches the entire image frame.)

(There is a blank space between
the image frame and product.)

・Do not insert text, multiple products, or color chips in the image
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・Do not merge multiple products in one image
If a product image shows multiple products, customers may not understand the product in a glimpse. Customers
might think that all the products shown in the image are being sold as a set. Hence, take care that only one image
is shown for each product.

・The picture should show the entire product. Do not use close-up images or images wherein a part of the product
is cut (but for necklace chains alone, it is acceptable for the product to not fit in the entire main image)
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3. Product Name Rules
A product name is the first thing to be noticed when the customer accesses a product detail page. The product
name is displayed in the search results and external search engine site as well. If a simple, correctly unified
product name is used, the customer can identify the desired product immediately. Note that too long product
names may be ignored or not be displayed on the website. Note that, if a prohibited word is used in the
product name, the word may be deleted from the product name.
At Amazon we determine what kind of products are displayed in the search results based on the words in the
product names and product information. Use a product name that is clearly relevant to the product, limited to 65
characters. This makes it easy to identify products viewed from a smart phone and guide customers to the
product details page. Always pay attention to whether the product name is according to the format specified by
Amazon with the exact content.
If, in order to make search hits easier, a seller uses patterns of equivalent words and synonyms in the product
name, thus increasing the number of characters unnecessarily, customers may not be able to find the product. As
a result, the product will not be sold. Note that product names with many unnecessary words may be excluded
from the search results or their ranking in the search result display may be lowered. Let’s set a product name that
gives a good first impression with reference to the following guidelines:
[Brand (Katakana or other Japanese text)]* + [Gem Type] (if applicable) + [Metal Type] (if applicable) +
[Metal Stamp] (if applicable) + [Specific Name to Identify the Product] (if applicable) ＋ [Product
Type] ＋ [Target Age Group/Gender] (if applicable) ＋ [Parallel Imports ] (Necessary only for
parallel imported products) + [Ring Size] (Only when creating ring variations)
*Add “[ ]” to brand names
Gem Type: Input only one main gem. If applicable.
Metal Type: Input either platinum, gold, yellow gold, white gold, pink gold, silver or brass. Pt850 or higher for
platinum, 10K or higher for gold and sv925 or higher for silver is allowed for input.
Metal Stamp: Only Pt850 or higher for platinum, 10K or higher for gold, and sv925 or higher for silver is allowed
for input. (omit if none of these apply)
Specific Name to Identify the Product: You can use the product series name or a name that differentiates your
product from others such as "Open Heart" or "Disney Collaboration". Do not input gem, metal or size information
here (can be omitted)
Product Type: This word describes what the product is, for example, necklace or bracelet.
Target Age Group/Gender: Words such as Women’s, Men’s, Kids’ are used to let customers know the targeted
age group and gender and to prevent any accidental purchases. Include it whenever necessary.
Ring Size: Size of ring. (Only input when creating ring variations)
Other notes: Use single-byte spaces between items (for example between brand name and product type).
Examples of Creating Product Names
Amazon Ruby White gold 10K Open Heart Necklace Ladies
In Japanese: アマゾン ルビー ホワイトゴールド K10 オープンハート ネックレス レディース
Amazon Sapphire Platinum Pt900 Diamond Surrounded Ring Size 10 (Case when two types of gem, sapphire
and diamonds are used)
In Japanese: アマゾン サファイヤ プラチナ Pt900 ダイヤ取り巻きデザイン リング 10 号（サファイヤ、ダイヤ 2 種類の宝石を使用し
ているケース）
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Rules for Creating Product Name
Requirements






Prohibited items

Make it as simple as possible (A parent SKU
should consist of a maximum of 65 double-byte
characters)
A child SKU must include the information on size
and color
In case of packaged sets, describe the content as
(a pack of XX pieces)
Add “[ ]” to brand names







Including words and phrases such as sale, %off,
massive discount, free shipping, popular item,
number one, and perfect for gifts (see examples of
prohibited words below)
Including comments such as ’available in 3 colors’
Including the information on size and color in the
parent SKU
Listing multiple genders and target groups (do not
list gender for unisex products)

[Example of violation of guidelines]
It is a violation of the guidelines to include improper words or phrases as the product name to identify
the product. This includes use of synonyms/equivalent terms in the product name for better search
results, catchphrases, and descriptions of scenarios in which the product can be used.
Example: Natural Stone Round Gems Large Grain 8 mm Ball Power Stone Back Snap Studs Pierced [Rose
Quartz] Ladies For Women Simple Natural Materials Dress-up Formal Adult Neat Cute Pretty Office Coordination
Casual Accessory
In Japanese: 天然石 丸玉 大粒 8mm 珠 パワーストーン バックキャッチ スタッド ピアス [ローズクォーツ] レディース 女性用 シンプ
ル ナュラル素材 ドレスアップ フォーマルシーン 大人 清楚 かわいいきれいオフィスコーデ カジュアル アクセサリー
It is a violation of the guidelines to write translated English and Japanese description together. (Keep the
product name simple to ensure that the customer instantly knows what the product is)
Example: AJC Collection (AJC コレクション) スターリングシルバー925(18K コーティング) アメジスト ブルートパーズ ダイヤモンド
シトリン ガーネット ペリドットネックレス S3AAAZ17FW Yellow Gold Plated Sterling Silver Multi-Gemstone and Diamond
Accent Open Circle Pendant Necklace, 18"
It is a violation of guidelines to use a group of words irrelevant to the product geometry.
Example: Housweety Style Accessory Parts Craft Parts Metal Charm Pendant Handicraft Crafts Handmade
Necessities Strap Bracelet Necklace and Panda Materials: white K Mens Ladies 27x20 mm-20-pc set
In Japanese: Housweety スタイルアクセサリーパーツ クラフトパーツ メタルチャームペンダント 手芸 工芸品 ハンドメイド必需品 ス
トラップ ブレスレット ネックレスなどに パンダ 素材:white K メンズ レディース 27x20mm -20 個セット
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[Examples of words that cannot be used in the product name]
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[Ideal description]

[Examples of violation of terms]

4. Brand Name
The customer recognizes the brand or model of a product by looking at the brand name. In addition, the brand
name is a frequently searched. In many cases, the search results are narrowed down by brand. Hence, it is
necessary to register an accurate brand name. The seller’s name can be used as a brand name only when it is a
private brand. The content written in the brand name column will be used on various Amazon websites.
Accurately fill out (1) and (2) below when assigning a brand name. No other information can be included.
If there is no brand name, refer to "Private brand products" in "13. Parallel import product, private brand product
and packaged set registration".
① Brand Name[Official Name]+(②Brand Name in Double-byte Katakana*if applicable)
[Example]
Official Brand Name + Brand Name in Double-byte Katakana: Tiffany(ティファニー)
Brand Name not in English: 新宿銀の蔵

5. Product Code
Ensure that you register the product code for each child SKU, in order to identify the product.
A product code is a globally standardized identification code used to find the precise product information from the
database. These codes are displayed as bar-codes on the top or bottom of the product, and the number of digits
used differs depending on the code. The most common codes on Amazon.co.jp are JAN, EAN, UPC, and ISBN.
[How to Acquire a Product Code]
Contact the manufacturer directly if the product code (such as JAN/EAN/UPC/ISBN) is unclear.
[Exemptions for Specifying Product Codes]
As an exception, permission may be given to sell a product without a product code if the seller includes all the
information necessary for review in the application. However, this shall be limited to the following cases:
For details, please visit the Seller Central help page and read “Overview of Category UPC requirements”.
https://sellercentral.amazon.co.jp/gp/help/200317520/
[Examples of Exemptions for Specifying Product Codes]
・Special product where the manufacturer has not given a product code
・Products sold between enterprises and not on retail basis
・Products that must be sold in bulk
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[If there is no product code]
Apply for product code exemption or brand registration. Accurately fill out the manufacturer model number in the
model number column. The product cannot be sold as new if manufacturer model number is not provided here. In
addition, products cannot be sold as new if the manufacturer model number is incorrect. Please visit the link
below for more information. (You must log in to Seller Central in order to access the website listed below.)
https://sellercentral.amazon.co.jp/gp/help/201265750/
Furthermore, the following cannot be registered as the manufacturer model number.
• Single character signs/numbers (Example: -, *, _, －, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4)
• Irrelevant letters (Example: na, none, test, na1, SKU, N/A, a, b, c, CN)
• Irrelevant messages (Example: unclear, control number, no time (暂无), none, not branded, not a brand, no
manufacturer)
Important Matters: The product may be suspended from being sold if the product identifier (such as JAN code)
is not registered in the Product Code (such as JAN Code) (External Product ID) column or if it is incorrectly
registered.
Furthermore, if there is a product catalog for something you would like to sell on Amazon.co.jp, then please list
the product in the existing catalog, instead of making a new one. Rights to sell on Amazon may be suspended if
you purposely create a copy of an existing catalog. We appreciate your cooperation in making products easier to
find for our customers.

6. Registering Model Number
Make sure to register a “manufacturer model number” if one exists.
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7. Variation Rules
7-1. About Variation
If you are selling a product in different colors, sizes or metals, use the variation settings and link all the child
SKUs to one parent SKU. The customers will be able to choose different sizes, colors or metals for the same
product on the product detail page. The products that can be linked as a child SKU to one variation family are
only those that show variation in one attribute - either color, size, metal, etc. A variation catalog cannot be created
for the products showing variations in other attributes such as other designs and product types. For example, you
cannot assign both a necklace and bracelet to one parent SKU.
7-2. Variation Creation Rules
Note that the following items are mandatory when creating a variation catalog.
[Required Items when Registering Variation]
 SKU (product control number): Seller’s individual product identification code. Please enter any value,
because in order to manage variation an SKU is necessary even for parent products.
 Parentage: Please write either ‘Parent’ or ‘Child’ for each SKU.
 Parent Product SKU: This item needs to be entered in the information on child SKU. The parent-child
relationship is created when a parent SKU value is provided.
 Parent-Child Relationship Type: Please write ‘Variation’ here. (Only for child SKU)
 Variation Theme: Input either RingSize, Metal-type, Metaltype-RingSize or Gem-type.
 Ring size, metal type, gem type (child SKU only)
[Variation Theme]
Ring Size: Ring size variation

This is a variation appropriate for rings. Please register a variation
theme for products that may have new sizes in the future even if
they currently have only one. If there is only one ring size, then
please write ‘Free’ for the size (ring_size).

Metal-type: Metal type variation

A variation applied to products with different metal types. Use
when there are product developments such as yellow gold and
pink gold.

Metaltype-RingSize: Metal type and ring size
variation

A variation applied to products with different metal types that are
rings.

Gem-type: Gem type variation

A variation applied to products with different types of gems. Use
when there are product developments such as birthstones, etc.

Caution: If you enter a variation type but have missing information for the child SKU ring size, metal type or gem
type then an error message will be displayed after you upload the inventory file indicating that the system is not
able to create an accurate variation catalog. Make sure to enter all of the above [Required Items when
Registering Variation] information.
For details, please visit the Seller Central help page and read “Create Parent-Child Relationship/Setting Child
Relationships Overview”.
https://sellercentral.amazon.co.jp/gp/help/help.html/?ie=UTF8&itemID=8841
7-3. Variation Creation Method (when using an inventory file)
Please enter the items such as the parent-child relationship and variation theme in order to correctly set the
variation. Always make sure to write the parent SKU on the first line with the child SKU on the following lines.
Please register the child SKU information thoroughly and carefully. The registered information will be reflected in
the search results or when customers are browsing. In the parent SKU, please register the basic information that
will not change due to variation. Do not register JAN, price, ring size, metal type and types of gem in Parent SKU.
[An example of entry in the inventory file when creating a variation of metal type and ring size]
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8. Product Type
To list your products in the right category, please use the following “product types” listed in inventory files for
listing products.
Product Type

Applicable products

FineNecklaceBraceletAnklet

Necklaces, bracelets and anklets with gems

FineRing

Rings with gems

FineEarring

Earrings and ear clips with gems

FineOther

Other items with gems

FashionNecklaceBraceletAnklet

Necklaces, bracelets and anklets made from plastics,
metals and other materials

FashionRing

Rings made of only plastics, metals, or other materials

FashionEarring

Earrings and ear clips made of only plastic metals or
other materials

FashionOther

Other items made of only plastics, metals, or other
materials

9. Product Specifications (Product Description Bullet Point)
The “product specifications” (product description bullet point) on the product details page urges customers to
make a purchase decision by helping them understand the specifics of the product. Please keep it within a
maximum of five lines with specific information such as country of origin, materials used, and size specifications.
Enter single-byte numbers and make sure to write the unit of measurement such as cm, grams after the length
and weight values.
Requirements





Write the product’s specific
features and information
Use single-byte numbers
Keep the sentences short
Write the unit of measurement
for the dimensions (such as
grams, cm)

Prohibited items






Including story-like texts
Including subjective language
Including terms unrelated to the product or product types and
style information
Using ASCII letters or other special letter formats/devicespecific characters
Including company information of the seller or manufacturer

[Product specifications - Ideal]
Examples of fields

Example of Product Specifications

Country of Origin

America

Material

Sterling silver 925

Size

H1.0×W0.9 cm chain length 41 cm

Weight

About 2.4 g

Accessories

Special pouch, special box, special shopping bag (paper bag)

[Product specifications - Not ideal]
Cute necklace that goes well with other accessories such as earrings and bracelets. Wide variety of colors
available such as gold, silver, and black. Fit for spring, summer, fall and winter. Anyone in their twenties, thirties,
or forties can dress in style.
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10. Product Description
Product description registration is required. A good product description is the one that helps the customer
imagine what kind of product it is and what it can be coordinated with. Consider all the points that customers will
want to ask about the product, what would they want to feel about the product, and what they expect from the
product. A rich image of the product can be given by mentioning what customers felt on touching the product, its
usage and merits from the customer’s point of view. The information provided in the description of the product
should provide the same purchasing experience as that of talking to a sales person in a store when buying
products from a store. The product description should not be more than 2000 bytes. (666 characters in case of
double-byte characters.)
Good Example






Prohibited items

Describe the product features in detail. How does
your product differ from similar types of products
and where are the features such as brand,
material, product release and model mentioned?
Include the size, application and style
Include accurate size, handling instructions, and
warranty details
It should be written in a sentence format with
appropriate words and grammar, and not as a
bulleted list





Keeping blank columns or not entering any
information (Ensure you enter the product
description)
Information such as seller's store name, e-mail
address, Website URL, Company information (write
only the common product information, as the
product details are displayed for all sellers)
Contents related to promotion such as sale or free
delivery etc. (For promotion, a promotion
management of seller central should be setup)

[Product description - Ideal]
Platinum diamond necklaces with 0.5 carat diamond. Platinum 900 used for the base metal and platinum 850
used for the chain. Combined with a Venetian chain to balance the diamonds. The necklace has a slide-type
adjuster so you can adjust to the appropriate size. Elegant jewelry with the conspicuous beauty of platinum and
diamonds. The beautiful film of the diamond with a round brilliant cut and one-side setting that maximizes the
sparkle. There is no light interference so the diamond sparkles brightly. Enjoy the original brilliance of the
diamond.
Jewelry that makes you feel sophisticated. The diamond, a girl's best friend, beautifully adorns the neck line.
Putting it on gives you a full sense of femininity. Suitable for a wide variety of styles from casual to formal wear.
The diamond is the birthstone for April. Words used to describe diamonds include "Immaculate" and "Everlasting
love". It is thought to have the power to ward off malice in the vicinity. It is also useful as support for calling on
maximum happiness. This is the perfect gift for that special person on their birthday or anniversary.
[Product description - Not ideal]
We have a valuable diamond for you at a surprising price! Our secret for this special low price is... We buy
diamond gemstones in bulk from the mine and do the cutting, polishing and setting procedures ourselves to bring
you this extra-low price! Color, shape and solidity may vary in natural materials. Each individual grain differs in
color and there are natural dents and scratches, but these are proof that the materials are natural, not defects.
Therefore we cannot accept any returns or exchanges.
Make sure that you place your order with the shop name: ○△◇. Only ○△◇ provides free return, refund and
exchange services within 90 days, no questions asked. You may return, exchange or refund your purchase within
90 days, no questions asked.
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[How to register from Seller central]

11. Browse Node Registration
While searching for products on Amazon the customers either search them by their classification or by using
search. Hence it is important to configure the settings in such a way that the product which you wish to sell can
be found by any method. The product name and search settings should be set properly so as to guide more and
more customers to the product details page.
Many sellers on Amazon are selling a large number of products. On Amazon the products are classified into large
classification, medium classification and small classification following which the customers can narrow down to
the category in which the product group for which they are looking for can be found. Download the Browse Tree
Guides (BTG) in which the category classification details are given from the seller central and specify the terminal
category (leaf node) after referring to the Browse Tree Guides.
Example: For men's bracelets (In Japanese: メンズブレスレット)
Jewelry > Mens accessories > Bracelets (In Japanese: ジュエリー > メンズアクセサリー > ブレスレット)
Download the latest Browse Tree Guides (BTG) from the Jewelry link at the bottom of the page.
For details, read the seller central help page “Browse Tree Guides (BTG)”.
https://sellercentral.amazon.co.jp/gp/help/help-page.html/?itemID=1661

12. Search Keywords
In the keywords for search, enter synonyms and abbreviations, (such as "Cat eye" for cat's eye semi-precious
stone, "K18GP" for 18 carat gold plating) product name, and any other information that is not mentioned in the
product description. It is not required to enter product name, brand name, product category (such as necklace or
bracelet) or seller name, as these are already registered as search keywords. It is not necessary to replace
Katakana with Hiragana. Do not enter words that are not directly relevant with the proposed coordinates (for
example “necklace” for earrings that might go well with a necklace) or with the product as keywords for search.




Necessary Conditions
When specifying multiple keywords in one row,
separate them by spaces.
Synonyms
Abbreviations




Prohibited items
Brand names and keywords not related to the
product
Subjective and sense type adjectives such as
excellent, cute, inexpensive etc., and
promotional message

Caution: Entering inappropriate keywords is against the selling policy of Amazon. If inappropriate words are
registered, Amazon shall disable the keywords or close your seller account.
For method to set the search keywords common for all categories, read the “Optimize listings for Search and
Browse” on the seller central help page.
https://sellercentral.amazon.co.jp/gp/help/help-page.html/?itemID=10471
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13. Style Keywords
The style keywords are effective in refining the navigation from the left side of the site. Enter only one value
corresponding to the product style.

Caution: Do not enter all product style values or keywords other than the product style as this may obstruct the
customers’ refined product search.

14. Registration of Parallel Imports, Private Brand products, and Set
products
14-1. Parallel imports
Follow the “Adding Parallel Imported Products” in the “Parallel Imported Products” on the Seller central help page
for parallel imported products.
https://sellercentral.amazon.co.jp/gp/help/200936440
Selling parallel imported goods for some brands is restricted in the Jewelry store. Check the following list of
selling prohibitions for “Restrictions on Parallel Imported Product listings in certain categories”.
https://sellercentral.amazon.co.jp/gp/help/200936440#prestricted
14-2. Private Brand Products
When the seller is a brand owner with a trademark, they can create a catalog even without product codes by
applying to register a brand at the URL below.
Brand registry:https://services.amazon.co.jp/brand-registry.html
When a seller who is not a brand owner with a trademark lists a product without a product code (UPC, EAN, JAN,
or ISBN), they can list the product after applying for a product code exemption at the URL below.
How to list a product without a product code: https://sellercentral.amazon.co.jp/gp/help/200426310
When a product to be listed has a product code (UPC, EAN, JAN, or ISBN), always register the product code
before listing it. Please check the “5. Product Code” column for product codes.
Follow the below mentioned points when the no-brand products that are not manufactured by Amazon are
exhibited as independent private brand products by adding some originality.
1) Labels with the brand name should be sewn on clothes. Alternatively, a tag with the brand name is attached
using a thread, chain, or tag pin. For small products, the brand name is printed or embossed (hereafter,
collectively mentioned as “printed”) on the product or product package. Alternatively, a tag with the brand name is
enclosed in the shipping box or package.
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2) The image should be such that the product information in 1) can be clearly checked.
*The product shall not be forcibly deleted even if the image is not registered. However, it is necessary to register
an image in case you want to claim the originality.
Be careful as all those products that will not fulfill the above conditions shall be sold as No-brand products.
Further, ensure that “no-brand product” is mentioned in product name of no-brand products.
14-3. Set products
As a rule, the set products have to be sold as a single piece. However, even the following types of set products
that are not sold as a single piece qualify to be sold as set products. Further, the products that are sold together
with the same product, can be sold in bulk.
● Necklace, ear clip set
● Necktie pin, cuff link set
● Couple rings
● Couple necklaces
● Cleaning and care sets
● Color difference/Theme difference sets (earrings, tie clips, etc.)
● Lucky bag
For details, read the “Product Bundling Policy” on the Seller Central help page.
https://sellercentral-japan.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html/?itemID=201645990
14-4. Lucky Bag
[Lucky bag registration rule]
Product code: Use a different code for JAN/EAN/UPC code for selling the lucky bag as a single unit. Further,
create an ASIN for every seller and then exhibit the products.* You cannot exhibit them in the lucky bag products
that are created by other sellers.
Product Name:
[Brand (Katakana or Japanese notation)] + [Lucky bag] + Men’s or Women’s or Kids’ + Product details + X pieces set
Ex) Candy Lucky bag Ladies K10 Earring 10 pieces set
Brand Name: Register the brand name.
* “Lucky Bag” cannot be made as a brand name. In case the lucky bag has mixed brands, then specify as
“Various Brands”.
Product Image:
Insert the brand logo in the specified template in the main image.
Log creation manual:
http://g-ec2.images-amazon.com/images/G/09/2014/external/hb2014_template.zip
JPEG images:
http://g-ec2.images-amazon.com/images/G/09/2014/external/amz_hb_BaseFile.zip

Size: If there is variation in the size, set the variation. Enter the size name in the product name of the child SKU
also.
Color: If there are multiple colors, then add “Multi” in the size and size map.
Product Description: Mention the product components, number of units and how many Yen it is worth in the
product description. (Size and dimensions should also be mentioned)
Ex) [Brand (notation in Katakana or Japanese)] Women’s Cubic Swing Earrings
In Japanese: レディース キュービックスイングピアス
[Brand (notation in Katakana or Japanese)] Women’s Ruby Heart Theme Earrings
In Japanese: レディース ルビーハートモチーフピアス
[Brand (notation in Katakana or Japanese)] Women’s line earrings
In Japanese: レディース 片耳用ラインピアス
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Returns: We recommend to allow return of products. However, there is a possibility that this may not be
applicable to lucky bag. If there is a claim from the customer, there is a possibility that the product may be
removed from the site.
Advance sale: Advance sale is possible.

15. Pricing <Reference Price>
15-1. Reference price:
There are 2 types of reference prices; first is the price recommended by the manufacturer as the selling price
(generally called as the “Sticker price”, “manufacturer’s suggested retail price”) and second is the selling price for
the sale. When a product has manufacturer’s suggested retail price or a parallel imported product has
manufacturer’s suggested retail price, set the recommended retail price as list price. Setting the sale price is not
possible if there is recommended retail price.
In case of private brand products not having manufacturer’s recommended price, the recommended retail price
cannot be set as list price. When setting the list price for a private brand product, retailer should not set the
manufacturer’s suggested retail price as list price because that may be illegal. When having a sale, sale price can
be set. As for list price, you can use the standard price used in the past for a certain period of time. Make sure to
check the below given details.
As per the “Act against Unjustifiable Premiums and Misleading Representations”, the price of other product and
unrealistic price cannot be used as list price. If misleading representation is found, the product page may be
deleted or your privilege of listing products may be suspended.
Available items

Recommended retail price

Selling (Standard) price

Sale Price

Have manufacturer’s suggested retail price

○

○

×

Parallel imports that have manufacturer’s
suggested retail price

○

○

×

Private brands and other products not having
manufacturer’s recommended price

×

○

○

For details, visit the Seller Central help page and read “Reference price settings”.
https://sellercentral.amazon.co.jp/gp/help/help-page.html/?itemID=200329080#price
15-2. Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price
At Amazon.co.jp, the latest price from either the price that is widely notified to the consumers by the manufacturer
or by the wholesaler, or the price that is widely notified to the retailers is considered the manufacturer
recommended price and it can be set as recommended retail price. It is prohibited to use any other price as
manufacturer’s suggested retail price.
For parallel imports, the manufacturer’s suggested retail price of regular goods can be used as recommended
retail price. Further, the below given comment is displayed in “Campaign and Additional Information”. (To clarify
the price differences)

15-3. Sale Price
It is necessary to fulfill the following conditions when the reference price is set by comparing the selling price with
which the product was sold for a fixed period in the past with the sale price during the limited period sale.
• The selling price that is to be set as list price should be continuously used for more than 4 weeks in the past
8 weeks. If it has been less than 8 weeks since the selling was started, then use the price with sales record of
more than half of selling period and 2 weeks or more.*
• The difference between the last date of sales with the selling price that is to be set as the reference price and
the start date of selling with the sale price has to be less than 2 weeks.*
• When setting the sale price, the longest sale period you can set is 15 weeks. This period will not be extended.
• If the sale is to be held again, then the product should be sold at the original price for at least 2 weeks.
* If the selling period is less than 2 weeks, then as a rule the past selling price cannot be displayed.
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15-4. How to set the List Price
[Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price]
When registering the respective price in Seller Central or inventory file, register (1) Manufacturer’s suggested
retail price in the “Recommended retail price” column, and (2) the actual selling price in the “Standard price”
column. After registration, the “List (Reference) price” is displayed at (1) and “Price” is displayed at (2).

[Sale Price]
While setting the “sale price”, set the “Selling price with which the product was sold for a fixed period in past” that
fulfilled the conditions on the previous page, as the “Standard price”. If there is manufacturer’s suggested retail
price, set the “List (Reference) price” and “Price” without setting the “sale price”.

The details given in this journal are as of May 2018.
Please note that the details of services and the contents displayed on the website are subject to change.
Additionally, note that these guidelines are specifically for the jewelry category. It is still necessary to first adhere
to the general Amazon seller guidelines outlined in the “Help” section on the upper right hand corner of Seller
Central. Please note that in the case of overlaps or conflicts, these guidelines take precedence.
© Copyright 2016 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Amazon, Amazon, Amazon.co.jp,
Amazon Services Japan, Merchants@amazon.co.jp, Fulfillment by Amazon, Amazon market place, Seller
central, Amazon prime, Amazon logo, Amazon.com and Amazon.co.jp logo, other Amazon products and service
logos, are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Unauthorized duplication/reproduction is prohibited.
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